ANNOUNCED: Q1 2018

NATRIX - CARBON FIBER
7007CF
a KERSHAW ORIGINALS design

This uptown Natrix features blue-gray G10 handles with a carbon-fiber overlay. Gray titanium carbo-nitride coating adds style and extra protection to the steel. An oversized pivot provides an attention-grabbing detail, while our patented Sub-Frame Lock secures the blade, provides a dramatic, contrasting line on the back, and lightens the overall weight of this good-looking, easy-carry knife.

OVERALL
7.5 in.  
(19.1 cm)

STEEL
8Cr13MoV, titanium carbo-nitride coating

BLADE
3.25 in.  
(8.3 cm)

OPENING
KVT ball-bearing opening with flipper

CLOSED
4.25 in.  
(10.8 cm)

HANDLE
3D-machined G10 with carbon fiber overlay

WEIGHT
2.9 oz.  
(82.2 g)

LOCK
Sub-Frame Lock

POCKETCLIP
Reversible deep-carry (right/left, tip-up)

FOR MORE INFO:
KERSHAWKNIVES.COM
800.325.2891

BOX 087171051949 UPC
CLAM - MSRP $73.49